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Benefits

Pivotal Cloud Foundry on Amazon Web Services (AWS) is a cloud-native platform meant for building and running applications at scale. 
Using open source technology, PCF empowers organizations to rapidly and efficiently deliver new code. Pivotal integrates with a number 
of AWS services including Amazon Relational Database Service (Amazon RDS), Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3), Amazon 
DynamoDB, and Amazon Simple Queue Service (Amazon SQS), so teams can streamline the consumption of resources on the cloud.  

The Pivotal Cloud Foundry Solution

Developer Productivity 
Enable developers to quickly get their 
code into production with PCF’s modern 
tools and frameworks. 

Comprehensive Security 
Improve your security posture 
with rapid patching and innovative 
credential management. 

Operator Efficiency 
Increase productivity with built-
in monitoring, logging, and 
autoscaling capabilities. 

High Availability 
Keep your systems online during 
the busiest times of year, with four 
layers of high availability built-in. 

Pivotal is an AWS Partner Network (APN) Advanced Technology Partner.

Accelerate Application Development with Pivotal 
Cloud Foundry on AWS
Focus on the continuous delivery of custom code, not 
maintaining infrastructure

Pivotal Cloud Foundry on AWS enables companies to improve their application deployment lifecycle and accelerate their 
digital transformation. 

Remaining competitive in today’s business climate requires speed, agility, and quality, especially when it comes to the application 
development lifecycle. Legacy on-premises solutions are time consuming to maintain, update, and secure, which can expose corporate 
systems to bad actors. Moreover, they often entail expensive licensing that does not support continuous delivery or horizontal scaling. 
As a result, organizations are turning to the cloud for more flexible and agile operations with improved application availability, security, 
and total cost of ownership. 

Industry trends & challenges

https://partnercentral.awspartner.com/PartnerConnect?id=001E000000e1EYIIA2&source=Solution%20Space


About AWS: For 10 years, Amazon Web Services has been the world’s most comprehensive and broadly 
adopted cloud platform. AWS offers over 100 services for compute, storage, databases, analytics, mobile, 
Internet of Things (IoT) and enterprise applications from 49 Availability Zones (AZs) across 18 geographic 
regions in the United States, Canada, Europe, Asia, Australia and South America. AWS services are trusted 
by more than a million active customers around the world – including the fastest growing startups, largest 
enterprises, and leading government agencies – to power their infrastructure, make them more agile,  
and lower costs. To learn more about AWS, visit http://aws.amazon.com.
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Discover scalable and secure solutions that will empower you to achieve your business needs with Amazon Web Services (AWS) and AWS 
Partner Network (APN) Partners that have attained AWS Competency designations. Customer ready solutions are based on architectures 
validated by AWS, include a combination of AWS services and APN Partner technologies, can be deployed quickly with solution accelerators 
like AWS Quick Starts, and feature optional consulting offerings provided by APN Partners, to accelerate your cloud transformation.  

Click here to get started with this Solution Space offering

Solution Space

How it Works

Solution Overview

Pivotal Cloud Foundry offers a number of features that are compatible with a number of services by AWS and other partners. 

 
  
 
 The Quick Start includes a 90-day free evaluation of Pivotal Cloud Foundry on AWS. You can use the trial version to independently 

evaluate the platform and its capabilities or contact Pivotal for a proof of concept installation. The Pivotal Cloud Foundry Quick 
Start is available on AWS here. 

Contact AWS and Pivotal
Pivotal offering on Solution Space

Getting started

With Pivotal Cloud Foundry on AWS organizations can deploy and run Spring Boot apps with little-to-no 
modification. Most .NET apps that use the Hosted Web Core framework – and those that use .NET Core 
- can be immediately migrated to PCF. Furthermore, you can enhance applications with the AWS Service 
Broker and services such as Amazon RDS, Amazon S3, Amazon DynamoDB, and Amazon SQS. 

Pivotal Cloud Foundry on AWS

https://aws.amazon.com/
https://partnercentral.awspartner.com/PartnerConnect?id=001E000000e1EYIIA2&source=Solution%20Space
https://aws.amazon.com/quickstart/architecture/pivotal-cloud-foundry/
https://partnercentral.awspartner.com/PartnerConnect?id=001E000000e1EYIIA2&source=Solution%20Space
https://aws.amazon.com/solutionspace/solutions/pivotal-cloud-foundry-on-aws/

